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Flatbands emerge from a myriad of structures such as
Landau levels [1], Lieb and Kagome lattices [2–5], line
graphs [6], and more recently moiré superlattices [7, 8].
They enable unique properties including slow light [9] in
photonics, correlated phases [7] in electronics, and super-
collimation [10, 11] in both systems. Despite these intense
parallel efforts, flatbands have never been shown to affect
the core light-matter interaction between electrons and
photons, which is limited by a dimensionality mismatch.
Here, we reveal that a photonic flatband can overcome
this mismatch between localized electrons and extended
photons and thus remarkably boost their light-matter in-
teraction. We design flatband resonances in a silicon-on-
insulator photonic crystal slab to control and enhance the
radiation emission from free electrons by tuning their tra-
jectory and velocity. In particular, we record a 100-fold
radiation enhancement from the conventional diffraction-
enabled Smith–Purcell radiation [12], and show the po-
tential of our approach to achieve 106-fold enhancements
and beyond. The enhancement also enables us to perform
polarization shaping of free electron radiation from mul-
tiple flatbands and demonstrate an approach to measure
photonic bands via angle-resolved electron-beam meas-
urements. Our results suggest flatbands as ideal test beds
for strong light-electron interaction in various systems,
with particular relevance for efficient and compact free-
electron light sources and accelerators.

The interaction between free electrons and optical environ-
ments, foundational in modern electron microscopy and spec-
troscopy [13, 14], gives rise to a multitude of radiative pro-
cesses [12–19]. These processes constitute an invaluable dia-
gnostic platform, however, usually at low coupling strength,
because of the limited interaction cross-section. Accord-
ingly, longer interaction lengths in extended structures [20–
24] can achieve stronger coupling strength, as exemplified by
a thousand-photon stimulated emission and absorption by a
single electron [25], and thousand-electron-volt acceleration
shown in an integrated dielectric laser accelerator [26]. Free
electrons propagating in extended periodic structures can emit
Smith-Purcell radiation, an effect resulting from the diffrac-
tion of the electrons’ near-field. It has been proposed that
coupling free electrons with nanophotonic Bloch resonances
can result in exotic radiation regimes [20] and strong radiation
enhancements [27, 28] with the prospect of being integrated
in optimized nanophotonic structures [29–31]. Such enhance-

ments may result in regimes of free-electron stimulated emis-
sion and lasing [32–38].

The key rule depicting what radiation is emitted from free
electrons and at what efficiency is phase matching [15, 16]:
it requires that the electron velocity v and the photon phase
velocity ω/k together satisfy ω = v · k. Importantly, the
phase-matching condition only involves the longitudinal mo-
mentum of the emitted radiation. There remains a continuum
of transverse momenta simultaneously allowed in the emit-
ted field. However, photonic modes are not necessarily sup-
ported at all of these momenta, which results in a transverse
momentum mismatch. Many previous theoretical works cir-
cumvent this mismatch by dimension reduction, e.g. assum-
ing electron sheets [39] as a mathematical convenience that
reduces computational complexity. In this case, the transverse
momentum is neglected and the mismatch highlighted above
disappears. Because of this theoretical simplification, the pre-
dicted radiation falls short in realistic three-dimensional set-
tings.

Instead, to ultimately achieve a full energy–momentum
matching with point electrons, we propose to introduce a con-
tinuum of photonic modes along the transverse momenta of
free electrons, which turns out to be the signature feature of
flatbands. There are various ways to create photonic flat-
bands [40, 41], such as laser-written waveguide arrays [2, 3,
42], photonic crystals (PhCs) [9, 10, 43], moiré structures [8,
44–47], and their non-Hermitian counterparts [48, 49]. Their
applications include lasers [50, 51], imaging [52], and optical
communications [9]. Despite these advances, photonic flat-
bands have been mostly studied under pure optical settings,
while never explored for electron-photon interactions.

In this work, we realize a full energy–momentum match-
ing between free electrons and a continuum of photonic flat-
band resonances supported by a silicon-on-insulator PhC slab.
The phase matching is realized by tuning the velocity of free
electrons and their twist angles relative to the nearby PhC
slab. By leveraging the flatband scheme, we experimentally
observe 100-fold enhancement of Smith–Purcell radiation.
We provide three confirmations for the flatband origin of the
radiation—band structure measurements with laser beams and
electron beams, respectively, as well as polarization shaping
of free-electron radiation from multiple photonic flatbands.

The transverse mismatch puts a limit on all conventional
free-electron radiation mechanisms. Consider the quintes-
sential Cherenkov [17] and Smith–Purcell [12] effects. Free
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Figure 1. Flatband-resonance-mediated free-electron radiation.
a. Conventional effects of free-electron radiation. Free electrons in a
bulk medium emit Cherenkov radiation when satisfying the superlu-
minal condition (left) or emit Smith–Purcell radiation via diffraction
from periodic structures (right). b. In momentum space, Cheren-
kov and Smith–Purcell radiation occur at frequencies and momenta
where the light cone (purple; ω = ck/n) and the electron surface
(green; ω = v(kx − 2nπ/a) intersect. c. At a specific frequency
ω = ω0, their intersection is always a point degeneracy (red circle),
which corresponds to the Cherenkov cone or the Smith–Purcell dis-
persion relation. d. By leveraging resonances in PhC slabs, free-
electron radiation can be substantially modified and enhanced. e.
Because the transverse momentum (green line on green surface) of
the electron surface is unbounded, a continuum of flat resonances
(blue square) is crucial for maximizing free-electron-light interac-
tion. f. At a certain velocity and frequency, a line degeneracy exactly
at the flatband, can be formed between the photonic bands and the
electron surface.

charged particles, such as electrons, generate Cherenkov ra-
diation if their velocity v exceeds the phase velocity of light
c/
√
ε in a homogeneous medium with permittivity ε (Fig. 1a

left). They can also generate Smith–Purcell radiation near
periodic structures via diffraction of their near field (Fig. 1a
right). Assuming an electron propagates in the x direction,
i.e. v = vx̂, its external fields obey ω = v(kx − 2nπ/a) (re-
ferred to as the electron surface hereafter; green surfaces in
Fig. 1b), where a is periodicity, n = 0 for Cherenkov radi-
ation, and n ∈ Z,0 is the diffraction order for Smith–Purcell
radiation. In cylindrical coordinates (x, ρ, ψ) where kx and
kρρ̂ = kyŷ + kzẑ are momenta parallel and perpendicular to
the electron velocity, respectively, the intersections between
the electron surfaces and the light cone ω = ck/

√
ε (purple

in Fig. 1b) dictate the dispersion relations of both types of
radiation. Specifically, Cherenkov radiation is spectrally con-
tinuous while Smith–Purcell radiation forms discrete spectral
windows under various diffraction orders (Fig. 1b). However,
in both cases, emission at each frequency ω0 can only occur
at discrete momenta, i.e. the phase-matching condition is only
satisfied at point degeneracies (red circles in Fig. 1c) between
the electron surface and the isofrequency contour.

Such nonresonant bare point degeneracies are not optimal
for maximizing electron-light interaction. To go beyond that,
first, one can introduce photonic resonances, instead of bare
diffraction to free-space plane waves, and couple them with
free electrons to obtain enhancement in tandem with external
coupling [27]. Second, one can create higher degeneracies in
momentum space, i.e. line degeneracies, between the electron
surfaces and a continuum of photonic resonances to further
enhance their interaction. Such conditions can be met by con-
sidering the interaction between free electrons and photonic
flatbands. In fact, it was theoretically predicted that radi-
ated power enhancements could occur near discrete momenta
where the transverse component (orthogonal to the electron
trajectory) of group velocity vanishes [53]. Rather than dis-
crete momenta, flatbands naturally satisfy this condition over
a wide momentum bandwidth that should further improve the
enhancement.

Specifically, we consider Smith–Purcell radiation from a
PhC slab that hosts flatband resonances, as shown in Fig. 1d.
For conceptual clarity, we first ignore its non-Hermiticity
and discuss the band structure of its Hermitian counterpart
that is continuously translationally invariant along the z dir-
ection. Near the center of the Brillouin zone (Γ point), the
PhC supports bands that can be described by an effective two-
dimensional, square-lattice, Dirac Hamiltonian [54]

h(kx, ky) = ωdσ0 + ν sin k+σx + ν sin k−σy + mσz, (1)

where ωd is the frequency of degeneracy, k± = (kx ± ky)/
√

2,
σ0 is the identity matrix, and σx,y,z are Pauli matrices. Its as-
sociated bands are shown by the red and blue surfaces above
the light cone in Fig. 1e. For negligible mass m ≈ 0, this
Hamiltonian hosts a flatband at (ω0,k0) (Fig. 1e and f), where
ω0 ≡ ωd ± ν and the isofrquency contour k0 becomes flat, at
the critical point between elliptic and hyperbolic dispersions.
The frequency of the flatband ω0 and the size of its contour k0
can both be tuned by proper design. We need to control sim-
ultaneously the velocity of electrons and their in-plane, twist
angle relative to the PhC (see Sec. S1) to realize the desired
single-frequency line degeneracy (dashed green-blue line in
Fig. 1f) between the electron surface and the flatband. For
the flatband perpendicular to the Γ − X direction (Fig. 1f), the
optimal twist angle is zero degree. At other non-optimal velo-
cities and twist angles, only point degeneracies can be formed
at a single frequency (see Sec. S1).

To realize such flatbands experimentally, we designed
and fabricated an SOI, square-lattice, PhC slab (Fig. 2a).
The macroscopic-scale PhC slab, fabricated with interference
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Figure 2. Photonic flatbands for free electron radiation. a. Scanning electron micrograph of the PhC slab. Scale bar 200 nm. b. Predicted
isofrequency contours. A flatband appears near ω0 ≈ 0.287 and |kx| = k0 ≈ 0.08. Under resonant electron velocities v± (dashed red lines;
Eq. 2), maximal overlap appears between the electron surface and the photonic band. c. Mode profiles of |E| at (kx, ky) = (k0, 0), the center of
the flatband. x− and y−cuts are shown at the center of the unit cell. z−cut is chosen in the middle of the air hole. Dashed lines indicate material
boundaries. d. Measured isofrequency contours at the flatband (see Sec. S3 for details). e-j. Simulated radiation field profiles Re Ex (top) and
the associated Fourier analysis (bottom) at ω0 when the electron surface is off (e and f: v = 0.9v+; g and h: v = 1.03v+;) and on (i and j; v = v+)
the flatband at ω0. Enhanced plane-wave-like radiation can be achieved with the flatband. The green circles indicate the location of the point
free electrons. In e and f, radiation is dominated by diffraction, as indicated by the Fourier components towards all transverse directions. In g
and h, radiation is mainly contributed from discrete resonances at

∣∣∣ky

∣∣∣ ≈ 0.1 (also see Fig. S1c and d). In i and j, the flatband strongly excites a
continuum of Fourier components ky of the far-field radiation. Sidelobes appear because of the finite-size effects of the simulations.

lithography, has a periodicity of a ≈ 430 nm. The thick-
nesses of the device layer and the buried oxide layer are 1.19a
and 2.38a, respectively. The air holes of the PhC slab have
a radius of r ≈ 0.34a and a depth of t ≈ 0.13a (Fig. 2a).
We choose to etch the air holes in this shallow manner so
that non-Hermiticity appears perturbatively, without substan-
tially modifying the desired dispersion of the real part of the
complex frequencies [Fig. 1e and f]. Therefore, the effective
Hamiltonian in Eq. (1) described above still applies.

We first focus on the lowest, TM-like band above the light
cone whose isofrequency contour is shown in Fig. 2b. A flat-
band around ω0 ≈ 0.287 (in units of 2πc/a) appears near
|kx| = k0 ≈ 0.08 (in units of 2π/a) along the ky direction and its
90°-rotation partners. In the second Brillouin zone, the over-
lap between the electron surface and the flatband can appear
at kx = ∓k0, respectively, under two discrete velocities v± in
the x direction (Fig. 2b)

v± = ω0/ (1 ∓ k0) . (2)

The electric mode profiles |E| within a unit cell at ω0 and
(kx, ky) = (k0, 0) are shown in Fig. 2c. Since the mode of
interest originates from a perturbed guided mode in the slab,
it remains mostly confined within the device Si layer, while

the shallow air holes provide external radiative coupling. The
existence of the flatband near ω0 was confirmed with Fourier
scattering spectroscopy measurements (see Sec. S3). Its qual-
ity factor Qo from this optical characterization was measured
as Qo ≈ 400, as shown in Fig. S3.

The flatband modifies and enhances free-electron radiation
substantially, as shown by the comparison between the sim-
ulated radiation patterns and the associated Fourier analysis
shown in Fig. 2e to j (see numerical methods in Sec. S6).
We identify three regimes of radiation generation. First, at
frequencies where the electron surface is far away from the
photonic band (Fig. 2e and f), resonant effects are negligible.
Still, radiation is generated by diffraction and allowed towards
all transverse directions (Fig. 2f), similar to the conventional
Smith–Purcell radiation (Fig. 1b). Second, at frequencies near
discrete resonances, i.e. point degeneracies between the free
electron surface and the photonic band, radiation toward dis-
crete directions gets selectively enhanced [28] (see Fig. S1c-
d). This is confirmed by the associated, discrete Fourier peaks
near

∣∣∣ky

∣∣∣ ≈ 0.1 (Fig. 2h), originating from the tail of a reson-
ance at a lower frequency. Finally, when the electron surface
intersects (Fig. 2i and j) the flatband (phase matching condi-
tion shown in Fig. 1f and Fig. 2b), enhanced, plane-wave-like
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emission is obtained despite the point nature of the electron
source. The associated far-field Fourier transform reveals the
excitation of the flatband continuum

∣∣∣ky

∣∣∣ . 0.08. Taken to-
gether, compared to those when the electron surface is off the
flatband by 10% (3%), the flatband is predicted to achieve a
1000-fold (50-fold) field enhancement, i.e. a 106 (103) intens-
ity enhancement.

We measured such predicted flatband-enhanced, free-
electron radiation (Fig. 3). In our setup (Fig. 3a and
see Sec. S2), free electrons passed above the PhC at a graz-
ing angle (≈ 1°) under 20 – 40 kV acceleration voltages from a
LaB6 electronic gun in the high-current regime ≈ 30 – 60 µA.
We chose electron velocities near v+, rather than v− because

the electron gun produces higher-quality beams under higher
voltages (see Sec. S4). We tuned the velocity of free electrons
to form different intersections between the electron surface
and the photonic band and recorded the associated radiation.
The control of the in-plane, relative orientation, i.e. a twist
angle θ (Fig. 3a), between the PhC slab and the electron beam
enabled us to create radiation probability maps P(v, ω; θ) as
a function of electron velocity v and frequency ω. Fig. 3b
and c show the predicted radiation based on semi-analytical
(see Sec. S5) and numerical (see Sec. S6) calculations at a
zero in-plane angle θ. Both of the theoretical results indicate a
region of radiation enhancement near (v, ω) ≈ (0.35c, 0.285)
where the electron surface intersects the flatband resonances.
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These predictions were confirmed in our θ = 0° data (see
measurement protocol in Sec. S2D) in Fig. 3d. We extrac-
ted a quality factor Qe ≈ 50 from the emission peak and its
linewidth in these electron radiation measurements. Qe was
substantially higher than the quality factor of the conventional
Smith–Purcell radiation QSP ≡ c/v ≈ 3, and thus indicates
the resonant enhancement. Also in Fig. 3d, we quantified a
102-fold enhancement (see Sec. S7), which is defined as the
ratio between the peak radiation and the average radiation in
the region (v < 0.32c, ω < 0.28), about 10% off the flatband
as the case shown in Fig. 2e and f.

We observed certain deviations from the theory predictions,
specifically, shift and broadening. The measured Qe was
lower than Qo from the optical measurements (see Sec. S3),
and the measured enhancement was lower than the predic-
tion in Fig. 2. The reduction could stem from a few experi-
mental uncertainties (see Sec. S8), chief among which is the
increase of free carriers in silicon under electron-beam expos-
ure (see Sec. S8). To account for the effective doping of car-
riers, the refractive index of the top silicon layer is chosen as
nSi = 3.2 + 0.03i (corresponding to a doping concentration
1020 – 1021 cm−3; see Sec. S8) in both Fig. 3b and c. Notably,
the measured enhancement region is broadened (Fig. 3d an-
notations) along the velocity axis compared to that in the the-
oretical calculations (Fig. 3b and c). Such broadening could
be caused by two major reasons. First, the temporal vari-
ation and spatially inhomogeneity of carriers in silicon (see
Sec. S8) render the adoption of a constant refractive index nSi
only a zeroth-order approximation. Second, in contrast to the
theoretical considerations (Fig. 3b and c) of Smith-Purcell ra-
diation where electrons are assumed perfectly parallel to the
sample surface, in the experiment the grazing-angle electron
beam inevitably impinged onto the PhC slab, causing extra
radiation pathways [55], including incoherent cathodolumin-
escence and transition radiation, which are less sensitive to
electron velocity and can be simultaneously enhanced by the
flatband resonance. The associated supporting evidence is the
fact that the observed additional emission outside the Smith–
Purcell dominant region still appears near the flatband fre-
quency (see annotations in Fig. 3d).

We next explore radiation as a function of the twist angle
θ. Since the flatband is one-dimensional, i.e. only flat along
the ky direction, the associated radiation enhancement should
depend crucially on even a small twist of the in-plane angle
θ while regular Smith–Purcell radiation does not. Such con-
trasting dependence was also confirmed by the twist angle
θ ≈ ±5° measurements in Fig. 3e and f, where the enhance-
ment reduces to about 30-fold, lower than that in Fig. 3d.

Finally, we reveal how resonance-mediated free-electron
radiation can be utilized to control the polarization of free-
electron emission. The conventional Smith-Purcell radiation
has a preferred polarization parallel to the electron beam,
which calls for the ability to generate and control arbitrary
polarization states. Towards this direction, recent endeavors
are epitomized by bianisotropic metasurfaces [56, 57], albeit
limited to the microwave regime. Since our PhC slab was
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Figure 4. Polarization control of free-electron radiation. a-b.
Simultaneous excitation of multiple flatbands (a: without the detec-
tion polarizer) and their contrasting polarization dependence (b: with
polarizer, pass angle φ ∈ [0°, 180°]). c. Peak radiation probability
of the TM-like (blue) and TE-like (red) modes under various φ. d.
Photonic bands (theory: lines) measured (crosses) with free-electron
radiation by translating the field of view of the collection optics. In
this set of measurements, the electron velocity is v ≈ 0.343c. In a-
c, shadings and error bars indicate standard error ±1σ. Spectra are
offset for readability in b. In d, shaded green indicates the longitud-
inal cut of the electron surface ω = vkx under 5% in-plane velocity
uncertainty. Shaded yellow is outside the light cone.

shallowly etched, the frequency splitting between TE- and
TM-like bands is moderate, which enables simultaneous ex-
citation of the two bands using free electrons at certain velo-
cities. This is confirmed by the measured two-peak spectrum
at v ≈ 0.343c (Fig. 4a). The two peaks correspond to different
s- and p- far-field polarization—the TE- and TM-like peaks
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exhibited maximum emission at a polarization orthogonal and
parallel to the electron beam direction, respectively [58].

Furthermore, the simultaneous excitation of the two modes
enables us to measure their dispersion from their far-field radi-
ation. Since the electron surface is almost parallel to the two
bands under the chosen velocity (cf. bands and the electron
surfaces in Fig. 4d), the overlapped photonic band structure
can be extracted from the emission spectra by translating the
objective’s field of view (Fig. 3a and see Sec. S5 for details).
In the experimentally accessible region (inset in Fig. 4d) of
the band structure, we observed a linear, monotonic trend of
dispersion of both modes (crosses), in accordance with the
calculated bands (lines).

To sum up, we have demonstrated a full energy-momentum
matching between free electrons and an optical environ-
ment via a continuum of flatband resonances. The flatband
gives rise to strongly enhanced free-electron radiation, which
also enables us to perform polarization shaping and meas-
ure photonic band structures via free electrons. The en-
hancement from flatband can be further improved by the-
oretical and experimental means. Beyond this work where
free electrons couple to one-dimensional flatband resonances,
higher-dimensional flatbands [47] and bound states in the con-
tinuum [59, 60] could be designed to increase the enhance-
ment and its robustness against the angular spread of elec-
tron beams and fabrication disorder. Experimentally, ultra-
fast scanning transmission electron microscopes [26, 61] and
integrated free-electron emitters [30, 62] could provide more
collimated and focused electron beams to reduce material de-
terioration, increase interaction duration, and pinpoint the flat-
band coupling condition more accurately.

The flatband-mediated electron-light interaction, realized
here with PhCs, can be generically applied to a variety of ma-
terial platforms (e.g. two-dimensional, plasmonic, and hybrid
materials) and spectral ranges (e.g. THz, ultraviolet, and X-
ray generation) in both the classical and quantum regimes. In
particular, the flatband approach could be useful for building
more efficient integrated radiation sources [30] and particle
accelerators [26, 63, 64]. More broadly, our results highlight
free electrons as pumps [65] and probes [66, 67] for photonic
topological bands and defects. By varying the velocity of free
electrons and their twist angles relative to photonic structures,
coupling with boundary modes can be realized and closed
contours constructed in momentum space to diagnose bulk
properties such as winding numbers.
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